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Introduction
With the rapid growth in micro-electronics and network technologies, digital media service over network such as video on demand have become popular. A VOD system usually consists of a video server, the network, and a lot of clients. The video server retrieves data from disk and transports these data as video streams continuously through the network to clients in a timely fashion. The design goal is to support as many concurrent video streams as possible, subject to bandwidth limitations in CPU, disk, system bus, and network. In the case of disk, most researches focus on disk layout, disk scheduling [4, 12, 13, 6] and the integration of multiple disks to increase storage capacity. As for network, because transmission of media data is timing critical, most VOD systems use UDP [9] and IP (UDPLP for short) with some quality of service (QoS for short) mechanisms [l, 81 to provide guaranteed real time transmission. However, it takes a long time for a new protocol to become mature [8] and it usually requires modification to the underlying operating system. In this paper, we address the problems of designing a TCPm based VOD sys-tem over a dedicated network. TCP/IF' , a de facto network protocol standard, provides a reliable connection with flow control and error control mechanisms.
Many researchers claim TCP/P is unsuitable for this new communication service [l, 81 . For example, Zhigang et a1. [5] concluded that TCP is unsuitable for real-time data transmission for several reasons. First, the TCP congestion control algorithm controls data rate dynamically by changing its window size to prevent from overloading the network. It is thus difficult for one to apply this protocol to control the rate of a continuous media stream as desired. Second, reliable message delivery is not required for video and audio streams because they could tolerate minor frame losses. Third, TCP retransmission may cause even further packet delay jitters, However, over a dedicated network, the video server is the major source of packets flowing in the network. There are no other traffic sources competing for network bandwidth except packets generated from each VOD client and the signaling packets generated occasionally. Thus, the major locations where packet loss might occur are either at the network where packets might collide each other, or at the video clients when they don't respond to network requests quickly enough. In order to control data flow rate, we need to configure network topology appropriately and to make a proper schedule for the VOD server to transmit each video stream. We will show that this can be done easily. Though it is not necessary for the VOD system to support reliable transmission, it only takes about 200msec to retransmit a lost packet, and a 330 KBytes buffer allows 2 seconds waiting time for the retransmission of a lost packet. In other words, we are dealing with a real-time application with rather loose deadline.
In the following, we are going to present how we design and implement a true VOD system based on TCP/IE' protocol suite. In section 2, we present the architecture of ASIS VOD v. 1 including its network and storage subsystems. Then our design for supporting fast forward operation is present in section 3. Note that the support for backward operation is similar to that for supporting fast forward operation. In section 4, we present our experimental re- sults. Concluding remarks are given in section 5.
System Architecture
The architecture of the current ASIS VOD system is illustrated in Figure 1 . The video server is a Pentium Pro200 running Linux operating system. The video server contains a ultra-wide SCSI 2 adaptor card and a 100BaseT network adapter card. The clients are either PC-486 running DOS or Pentium 133 running Windows 95. The video server connects to a fast Ether Switch via l00BaseT Ethernet. This switch has two 100BaseT ports and six 1OBaseT ports. Each lOBaseT port of the fast Ether Switch connects to a lOBaseT Ethernet hub. Each hub then connects N, video clients, where N, is a constant which we will explain in more details in the following.
Network Subsystem
Network plays a crucial role in providing VOD service. We've briefly described the network architecture of ASIS VOD system. In the following, we'll concentrate on the decision on which transport protocol to use. First of all, because a video stream is playback at a VOD client by its MPEG-1 decoder at a specific rate R(t), this transport protocol must be able to cope with the timing constraint imposed by R(t). This capability is usually referred to literatures as rate control mecha-nism [5] . Second, this transport protocol must be able to handle packet errors. This is important especially for MPEG system streams containing multiplexed audio and video streams. Loss of packets might cause unpleasant audiovisual perceptions to different degrees depending on loss probability and type of the lost packets. For example, losing a data packet of a B-frame only makes a certain area of that particular frame to appear noisy. On the other hand, once a packet containing the header of an Iframe is lost, then the entire GOP (group of pictures, which usually consists of 6 to 45 frames of pictures) could not be recovered which might last for more than one second. For a typical MPEG decoder, it is also catastrophic to the synchronization of audio and video streams and could even mess up the internal states of the decoder. None of these problems have a trivial solution ready for engineering implementations [2] .
Let's briefly consider transport protocols available in industry and academy to support real-time continuous media applications, e.g., VOD. TCP has several features such as checksum, flow control, congestion control and re-transmission to guarantee reliable transmission. Because of these features, the implementation of TCB is more sophisticated than UDP. TCP is usually considered as unsuitable for real-time multimedia applications for reasons mentioned in Section 1. There exist several new protocols such as VDP, VTP, and RTP [5, 8, 13 for supporting new applications such as VOD. However, it takes a long time to fully evaluate and for them to become generally accepted as a standard. Furthermore, portability requirements for software of the VOD server and clients are also an important consideration. TCP is a better choice considering its popularity across all kinds of platform and its reliability if timing behavior is not an issue. Furthermore, after testing the system for about a year, we are rather confident to announce that TCPDP could be effective in supporting VOD applications as long as the network is properly configured. That is, we configure the network such that the probability of network congestion is almost zero. Although delay jitters introduced by TCP retransmission are usually considered adverse for real-time multimedia applications. However, in our prototype, packet retransmission rate is less than 0.1 %. The probability of having to retransmit a packet for more than once is much lower than 0.1%. We also employ preload buffer at the clients to regulate delay jitters in network delay and in the response time for the client to process an incoming packet. For DOSbased clients, 330KBytes of buffer space are shown to be sufficient. This is roughly equivalent to 2 seconds of MPEG-1 data. Since it takes 200msec for a TCP packet sender to retransmit a lost packet, this implies that we could have 10 retransmissions before client buffer is drained. Thus, TCP retransmission is not a critical performance bottleneck of our system. As for flow control, a VOD client requests the server to send more packets whenever client buffer is not full. In this way, TCP flow rate is controlled at the playback rate of an MPEG-1 video stream. Moreover, network transmission errors are handled by TCP so that we don't have to deal with data errors at the application programs. For windows95, the client buffer is organized into a circular buffer of 40 blocks, each of 1400 * 6 Bytes, where 1400 is also the payload size. The client buffer is pre-filled in order to regulate network delay jitters.
Storage Subsystem
In following, we introduce storage subsystem design of ASIS VOD system.
Disk layout and meta data
In our current implementation, a physical storage, i.e., a hard disk, is divided into three sections as shown in figure 2. In the first section, information on the entire storage is stored, e.g., number of video streams stored in this device, and meta information describing each stored video stream. In the second section, we allocate a contiguous region for each stream for storing the video stream, its fast forward version, and an index table storing the location of a particular frame in these two streams. Each contiguous region associated with a stream is said to be a file. Let Nstream denotes maximum number of streams stored in the disk, Smeta denotes the total size of meta information, Ssbeam denotes maximum size of a file, then we 
Block size and buffer size
The server retrieves data from disk through Linux raw device interface into a buffer, called server buffer. Data in the server buffer are then sent to the corresponding client via a TCP/IP connection. In ASIS VOD, server buffer has two blocks for each VOD client so that data retrieved from hard disk is stored into the first buffer block while data in the second buffer block is being sent to the corresponding client, and vice versa. As in typical video file server designs [7] , the size of a buffer block equals that of a disk block. Note that, as depicted in figure 3, disk input and output ( U 0 for short) throughput increases as block size increases. Thus, number of video streams which can be serviced concurrently also increases. The cost is an increase in buffer size and the required initial delay before starting to send a video stream.
System Scheduling
In this section, we are going to present the system scheduler of our video server. The video server must fairly schedule I/O requests for each client to reduce YO processing delay jitters. In current implementation, we implement all the services in a service cycle, the scheduler first examines for each active VOD client if it has any empty buffer and issues I/O requests to read data from disk to fill the empty buffer. It then checks for arrival of user requests and availability of data to be sent through network. After disk-reading phase, it processes outstanding network U 0 requests. The newly arrived events are appended to command queue. The commands in the command queue are processed at the end of a service cycle. The maximum number of VOD clients which can be admitted to the system is bounded by the length of service round [3, 15] .
Implementation of Client Subsystem
To satisfy different environment, our clients are implemented upon Dos, Window95, and WWW. User can use plug-in, helper, and Java to integrate into WWW browser. Figure 5 shows the data and command flows between video server and a plugin client. Netscape navigator first sends a request to Web server after the user selects a video, the server returns the information of this video to client. Client uses this information to locate a video server Our client has full VCR functions, such as play, pause, fast forward, and stop. Figure 6 shows the transition diagram. The diagram consists of eight states: Figure 7 shows the implementation of VCR function. For example, a Stop command first issues FMPPause and FMPStop calls to pause and stop the current stream, and then issues FMPClose to close this stream. After these steps, this stream is just closed completely, client issues SendCmd(Stop) to notify VOD server that this stream is stopped.
Implementation of Fast Forward Operation
There are several ways to implement fastforward operation. Some mechanisms supporting fast forward requires more system bandwidth than normal play that makes system bandwidth control difficult. We propose two methods which do not increase disk and network bandwidth requirements. First, we could skip some MPEG frames. For instance, in order to support triple rate, we could skip two frames for every three frames. However, it is not suitable for MPEG stream. An MPEG stream consists of I, P, and B frames. An I frame is intra-encoded, i.e. encoded without referencing other frames; a P frame is predicted from a previous I or P frames; and a B frame is bidirectionally predicted from a previous and a later I or P frame. A sequence of frames is called a GOP (Group of Pictures). Though B frames can be discarded without hampering decoding of other frames. Once an I frame is discarded, the decoder will fail to decode the entire GOP. In MPEG format, GOP is the basic unit of random access. Skipping GOPs instead of frames to implement fast forward operation is proposed in [3] . However, visual quality of this scheme is not quite satisfactory. To overcome this problem, we propose a method which has better video quality than skipping GOPs. That is we can either discard all the B frames or we could even further discard all P frames. The server depends on the fast rate to adjust the number of frames sent per unit time. For instance, the normal MPEG-1 stream displays 30 frames per second. The twice rate can be achieved by only displaying 15 frames per second. The equation of the fast forward rate can be defined as where R : fast-forward rate f p s : frame per second for current playout g : number of frames in the current GOP n f p s : number of frames per second at normal speed ng : number of frames in normal GOP And we show some results of the equation in Table l.
One important goal of our implementation is keeping the bandwidth under 1.5 MBytes/sec, the bandwidth of MPEG-1 stream. As shown in Table  1 , the bandwidth can be met this requirement as the rate under twice. To provide a higher fast forward rate, we can skip P frames in advance. The equation of fast forward rate can be redefine as: The disadvantage of skipping frames is a waste of disk space to store the I/P frames. Thus, we proposed the second way to re-encode stream of the selected frames. Using this method, we don't have to adjust the number of video frames to play at the decoder while satisfying the bandwidth constraint. And the size of the re-encode file is much less than UP frame only and original files. Table 3 shows the size of re-encode file according to the normal and UP only files when the fast rate is 6. VOD network topology is configured, i.e., how the parameter Ne and N , as mention in subsection 2 are computed. The tools we used are ttcp, top, and network analyzer by Network General. ttcp is a public domain program. We use it to generate end to end traffic to measure the capacity of an IP-based network. top is a command available in most UNIX operating systems. It is used to online monitor resource utilization, CPU utilization in specific, of a UNIX system. Using these tools, the maximum bandwidth of TCP traffic from the server to clients on a lOBaseT Ethernet segment is found to be 6.3 Mbps. And the capacity between two Pentium Pro200 running Linux connected by a 1OOBaseT fast Ethernet segment is around 68Mbps.
We thus choose both Ne and N , to be 4, and estimate that the server should be able to handle up to for the above events. When all our 40 VOD clients operate simultaneously, a typical trace of the aggregated network flow as measured from one 100 BaseT fast Ethernet segment at the server side is depicted in figure  9 . We configure these clients on two fast Ethernet segment, one is 23 and other is 17. The maximum bandwidth is about 42.3 Mbps and the average is 39.7 Mbps. When the users are not sending interactive requests to the server, the variance of the flow rate is only 5%. Again, it verifies our previous assumption that TCP could deliver a rather smooth flow rate over a dedicated network.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present our experience in designing and implementing a TCPAP based VOD system using PCs and off-the-shelf equipments over a dedicated network. We show that in order for TCP to support a real-time application, there are two major design issues. First, the network must be properly configured. In other words, admission control is performed at system configuration time such that traffic at any spot of the entire network system will never exceed its capacity. Second, we have to guarantee the timing behavior of the application. In ASIS VOD system, this is done by analyzing the behavior of the scheduler and by inserting buffers of proper sizes at proper locations in the system. In our current implementation, a 400
KBytes buffer is allocated to each active VOD session at the server and a 330 KBytes buffer is allocated at each DOS client. The client buffer is used to preload video data such that network delay jitters are regulated and for the client to respond to an incoming packet is accommodated.
We also present our design and implementation to fast forward a video stream, and performance, Now, we had integrated this research into a digital library system. Data is going to be digital, user can retrieve paper and information from a digital library whenever he would wants to read and wherever he is. For example, user can use our VOD service to view a special talk.
Despite of the general belief that TCP/LP is not suitable for real-time multimedia applications, based on OUT result, we are rather announcing that TCP/LP can still operate efficiently over a dedicated network. In addition, we also present that client buffer is an important factor in designing VOD system. A larger one may cause long response time but can tolerate more retransmission delay. In our prototype, the 330KBytes buffer may cause about 2 sec delay but this is faster than accessing CDROM, and it can strongly tolerate TCP retransmission caused by the TCP delay acknowledgment, 200msec. Finally, we proposed our implementation of fast forward which enable our system to support interactive function without increasing system bandwidth.
However, TCP is still not suitable for real-time multimedia application over Internet due to there exists so much other traffic. There exists thus several special protocols such as VDP, ST-11, and RTP [5, 14, 11 for real-time transmission over Internet. As continuing work, we are implementing ASIS VOD v2 over Internet which will based on U D P m and RSVP protocol which can reserve the resource on the routing of video stream and can thus guarantee QoS requirement of real-time multimedia applications.
However, in a complicated network environment, there is no guarantee that network bandwidth is always under-utilized. When network is congested, data flow carried by TCP connection will most likely to be a victim in competing for network bandwidth. It thus required a more robust ratecontrolled protocol to transport a real-time contin-uous media stream. Furthermore, resource reservation protocols are also necessary in order prevent the network from being congested. In the future, we will study the design of transport and resource reservation protocols to support continuous media applications using ASIS VOD as an intensive test suite. 
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